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Abstract 

In Chandrapur district, Maharashtra, India the site is located in the west of small 

village Erva-Jhari (N20’38’53, E79’35’23) at the foot hills of Waghai hills, 

where engraving (circle and cross) of Korean game ‘Nyout’ has be found. Some 

archaeologist gathered information about this rock petroglyph, but they all 

suggested that this may be the cup-marks or KALCHAKRA. While doing the 

study of “Mancala” game in Bhivkund caves at Kuhi-Taluka, Nagpur also 

looking at the rock painting at Waghai hill and Navtala village and found the 

secret over there. Erva-Jhari where the rock engravings, found circular arranged 

cup marks and in between is the plus (+) sign mark cupules. From these evidences 

assumed that this may be a game in ancient time for entertainment to pass time. 

And in further studies, found that this game is similar to the Korean game 

“Nyout”. That was probably already played 1000 BC. There are references to a 

game from the 3rd century AD and might be very popular in Korea. From all these 

evidences, came to a firm conclusion that this is an ancient game played in Korea. 

And still today it is used as then, for divinations on religious festivals. The present 

paper discusses about the evidences found related with this game in Erva-Jhari, 

South-Central India. This Korean race game is also found in the archaeology of 

the ancient Kyodo city in Japan and the ancient Mayans of Central America and 

Mexico.                                       
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Introduction 

In ancient India games like “Chess and Pachisi” were played often. These games 

became the part of their culture. Various games played in ancient India are 

vanished, the remains of some of the board games found in India. A site located in 

Erva-Zari village, Chandrapur District, Maharashtra, India. There is game ‘Nyout’ 

found at the foot of the Waghai hill (2020). Archaeologist gathered information 

about these petroglyphs may be the cup-marks of KALCHAKRA. But it is not 

true, this game is similar to a board game of Korean and Japan said Yut-Nori or 

Yunnori or Nyout. This game also found (1989) in archaeological site Kyodo 

ancient capital of Japan. In this paper, we research on one of such board game 

which is vanished in India but still played in south-eastern Asian country. To 

explore other purpose any interior and involvement, socio-cultural events, 

interrelate customs and traditions of the world through this game. The research 

methodology comprises of literature review and empirical studies.  

A Brief History of Board Game:  

Some of the earliest evidences of board games come from Indus Valley 

Civilization in the form of archeological finds. The exact nature of the game and 

their rules are difficult to ascertain. Playing means entertainment and from ancient 

days various games were played for entertainment. These games were generally 

based on some rules, skills and sometimes depend on player’s luck. In ancient 

India games like “Chess and Pachisi” were played often. Similarly, some 

traditional games which are found in research were converted in board games and 

they were spread outside the country. Or these games became the part of their 

culture. Various games played in Ancient India are vanished, by the time and now 

a day this fact can be clearly identified in the engraving of ancient caves, temples, 

forts and at the base of hillock. 
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Fig.1: Vidarbha Region of Maharashtra  

It seems, the remains of some of the board games found in India are much older 

than the board games found in other countries. That means the various ancient 

games were started in India and later spread in south-eastern countries. In this 

paper, we are going to see on one of such board game played, which is vanished in 

India but still played in other and south-eastern Asian countries. 

 

Fig.2: Location of Map Erva-Jhari, Chandrapur, India 
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Fig. 3: Nyout (Circle and Cross) Game at Erva-Jhari, Chandrapur, India 

In India, I have found this board game engraved on the base rocks of “Waghai 

Hillock “at Erva-zari (Navtala) at Chandrapur District. Some archeologist calls 

this game as cross & circle engraved, cup-marks; others said it as “Kalahari”. 

But, at the end of my study, I realize that, that this is not just cross & circle or cup-

marks, but are the remains of an ancient board game which is totally vanished in 

India. In ancient India the name of this board is completely disappeared but this 

board game is still played in some of the south- eastern countries by various 

names ”Yut-Nori/Yannori or Nyout”. To welcome the New Year at the time of 

harvesting this board game has been played. 

 

Fig. 4: Korean Nyout Game    65 



 

 

 

“Nyout” is a race game of rotation played with two, three or four players. Each 

player plays with his token (goti) on a circular track and picks the token for being 

1st in the game. The exact age and history of Nyout game is not yet found. In 3rd 

century this board game was imported from China to Korea. And then this game is 

vanished from China. But in 1885, the famous American scientist and board game 

historian, Steve Kulin diverted the attention internationally to untrack the history 

of this game. According to Kulin, there is a very important history related to this 

board game. This is premonitory of India and south-eastern countries. This board 

is related with Chess and Pachisi. The game board design elements related to of 

the event in B.C. 200. The archeological remains of this game are found in west 

Japan. The Nara National Research Institute for Cultural Properties in Nara 

city has discovered a clay pot in the ancient Japan’s capital city of Heijokyo 

(Kyodo). At the bottom of that clay pot the engraving of this board game is found. 

According to researcher this game may be of 8th century. That means the remains 

of the Nyout game are found in China, Korea, Japan and India. From this we can 

say, the game of Nyout may be the connection between eastern Asia and Indo-

Japan. And this board game is really ancient and spread worldwide 100 of years 

before. 

 

Fig. 5: “Yunnori” The Pot was in the City Ancient Kyodo, Japan  66 



 

 

 

How this game was played in India is unknown, but similar to this game was 

played in Korea in 3rd century and in Japan in 8th century. The remains in India are 

much older than this.  It may be ancient period during trading and expedition with 

another area took this game there in. In India, the version with cross and circle 

(cup-marks) is used, and the boards may sometimes have larger holes ex. (Erva-

Jhari). 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, through their various movements across dispersed contexts, board 

games have come to play an important role in illustrating a historical narrative of 

our past. We can see how they help us understand religion, philosophy, and the 

myriad movements of powers across Asia and Europe. These factors necessitate a 

project to construct a cultural history of board games. Hopefully, in times to come, 

art historians will pay more attention to these arte facts of ancient India. 
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